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The system comes with a standard 6. The EyeSight suite of driver aids is now available in WRX
models with the continuously variable automatic transmission CVT and adaptive cruise control
lane departure warning, lane keep assist, blind spot warning and automatic front emergency
braking. A turbocharged 2. All models come standard with a six-speed manual while the CVT is
only available in the Premium and Limited trims. Since Subaru no longer offers a hatch body
style for the WRX range, the car's practicality is limited. Passenger space, on the other hand, is
good for four adults. However, the hood scoop and available large wing might turn off some
potential buyers looking for a more subdued look. Standard safety features include front air
bags, side curtain airbags for front and rear passengers, front-side airbags, and a driver's knee
airbag. Subaru's EyeSight suite of safety and driver assistance features is only available in the
Limited trim level and includes adaptive cruise control, automatic forward emergency braking,
lane departure warning, and sway warning. Blind spot detection and rear cross-traffic alert are
bundled together and is only available as an option in the WRX Limited model. Standard
features in the base WRX include automatic climate control, Starlink infotainment system with a
6. Stepping up to the Premium model adds inch alloy wheels, sunroof, and heated front seats.
Limited variants add LED headlights, leather upholstery, and eight-way power adjustable front
seats. Navigation, a seven-inch touchscreen for the Starlink infotainment system and a Harman
Kardon audio system are optional in the Premium and Limited trims, and are bundled together
as a single package. Among sport compacts, the WRX is the only one that comes standard with
all-wheel drive, giving it excellent traction on all road surfaces and weather conditions. In a
WRX STI First Drive review, we said that the car is easy to drive fast because the new body
structure and suspension setup gives plenty of response of control, making it rewarding to pilot
on a winding road. Despite the carryover 2. However, in another comparison test that pitted the
car against the new Volkswagen Golf R, the WRX STI lost because the former provided "an
equal measure of performance" and world-class refinement in one package, and better fuel
economy, making it the superior driver's car. Additionally, we noted in a First Test that in terms
of performance, the cheaper WRX with the new 2. The addition of the new 2. In a comparison
test that also included the Ford Focus ST, the WRX won because it was the superior car on the
track and on twisty, winding roads due to it having better grip, allowing it to maintain higher
speeds through turns. Additionally, the all-wheel-drive WRX was easier to drive fast since it
instill more driver confidence than the front-drive Focus ST. Even though the judges deemed it
an immensely fun car, the WRX lacked the sophistication and balance of the comparison
test-winning-Golf GTI, especially when it comes to interior refinement. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation.
HyperBlue Sedan. See All Specs. Great driving dynamics All-wheel drive is standard across the
range Like a street-legal rally car. Expand All New for Trims, Packages, and What's Standard. All
Model Years Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. Crystal Black Silica exterior and Carbon Black interior. Thin roof pillars
provide for excellent outward visibility, and large side mirrors make it easy to monitor
conditions to the side and rear. At Kuni BMW we take a tremendous amount of pride in the
relationships we develop with our clients. The philosophy at Kuni BMW has always been to hire
the most dedicated, professional, and knowledgeable staff possible. Sale price may include any
or all applicable offers. Limited trim. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Manual transmission. The
vehicle is Ice Silver Metallic with a carbon black Cloth interior. It is offered As-Is, extended
warranty is available. We are excited to offer this Subaru WRX. How to protect your purchase?
When driving an all wheel drive vehicle, such as this Subaru WRX Limited, superior
acceleration, traction, and control come standard. Added comfort with contemporary style is the
leather interior to heighten the quality and craftsmanship for the Subaru WRX Limited. The
Subarus are fast and handle very well, with the STi being in direct competition with sports cars
such as the Nissan Z. Interesting features of this model are Standard all-wheel drive, sharp
handling, four-door practicality, rally car pedigree, and improved interior. Vroom is a national
online retailer that allows you to shop thousands of high-quality vehicles online, delivered
straight to you contact-free. With Vroom, browse and shop through an extensive inventory of
low-mileage, competitively priced cars, and trucks available for purchase, with easy online
financing and new inventory added every day. No haggling. No pressure. Buy your next vehicle
from Vroom, have it delivered straight to you, and never visit a dealership again. Have a car to
trade-in? Vroom offers hassle-free, no obligation quotes and they will even pick it up. Learn
more at Vroom. Vroom only sells cars and trucks with clean titles, that are free of fire, flood and
frame damage and have accident-free CARFAX vehicle history reports at the time of purchase
and sale. Every Vroom vehicle must also pass safety, mechanical and cosmetic inspections
before it is sold. If a vehicle does not meet Vroom's retail standards, they do not list the vehicle

for sale on the site. The vehicle is Lapis Blue Pearl with a carbon black Cloth interior. It is
covered by a limited warranty. Lifetime Warranty included at no additional charge! A well
trusted name! Here at Star PreOwned, we try to make the purchase process as easy and hassle
free as possible. With over PreOwned Vehicles in stock we are a high volume dealer that sells to
the masses! Easily accessible right off major rts I78, 33, and Call We bought this car at auction
from CA. The hp engine and inverted struts will provide an exciting ride for the next owner. It
also has 18 inch wheels, a spoiler, paddle shifters, heated seats, and a moonroof. We put new
tweeters in the front of the car when we took it in. This vehicle was repurchased by Subaru of
America. Sales and deliveries outside MA may incur additional fees. Call and schedule your test
drive today! This one comes loaded up with standard features including horsepower boxer
engine. Leather interior, driver-controlled center differential, six-speed manual, automatic
climate control, keyless access, and much more. Finished in Dark Gray Metallic. The following
items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new battery! Best of all the price you see is the
price you pay. No back and forth. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain
terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or
claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent
transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Winner of Dealerrater. After business hours please
contact Tamim at No Hassle Internet Pricing is achieved by polling over vehicle listings hourly.
This ensures our customers receive real-time No Hassle Pricing on every pre-owned vehicle we
sell. W e do not artificially inflate our prices in hopes of winning a negotiating contest with our
customers! Our pricing is based on actual transactions. After doing business from New
Hampshire to California we find this approach is by far the best for our customers. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Manual Automatic Engine
Type Gas 1, Drivetrain All Wheel Drive 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 1, Interior Color Black. Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops.
Check Availability. No accidents. Interesting features of this model are Standard all-wheel drive,
sharp handling, four-door practicality, rally car pedigree, and improved interior AutoCheck
Vehicle History Summary Unavailable. Frame damage. Price Drop. Lemon history. Title issue.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The perfect daily driver. I've owned
this car for a few weeks now and Now onto the pros. The first thing would be the engine, it's
amazing! You have plenty of power down low in the rev band so getting the car up to speed is
very easy. Also, there is plenty of torque so if you want to pass someone on the highway in 6th
gear you can easily once boost kicks in. The next pro is the AWD system which is amazing for
all four seasons. You get the excellent traction you would expect out of a Subaru during the
winter months but also get the excellent traction on the dry pavement as well. Subaru also
definitely stepped up their game in terms of interior material quality. The interior has much more
soft touch points than in previous iterations of the WRX. The Premium model comes with nice
features such as fog lights, cold weather package heated seats, side mirrors and windshield
wiper de-icer , and sunroof. Now onto the cons. I am not a huge fan of the stock 6-speed
transmission. I didn't get the STi short throw shifter so I can't speak on that but the stock shifter
has pretty long throws and it's very notchy. I've also sometimes had difficulty going from 2nd to
3rd gear when driving the car quickly. I've grinded the gear before a
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s well as sometimes accidentally go into 5th gear. Subaru has never been known for having
great transmissions, but I wished they made this one a bit better. Another con is the stock
sound system which is absolute garbage! Very quiet with no bass. Definitely something I plan
on upgrading as soon as possible. Another thing I don't like is that stock center armrest, I wish
it was a bit higher. There is an extension you can get as well as a JDM center armest option you
can buy online, but I wish they made it a bit taller from the factory. If you can deal with these
cons which aren't a huge deal, then this is the perfect daily driver for someone who likes to
have a bit of fun on their commute to work and back. The car is quick, practical, safe and
reliable which will be tough to beat. If you want to leave it stock, you'll have fun. If you want to
modify it, you'll have even more fun! I look forward going to work each day because I know I get
to drive this car. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

